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ABSTRACT

Measurements of vertical profiles of areal-mean mass divergence, vorticity, and vertical velocity, based on

dropsondes distributed over an area of 25 000 km2, are presented. The dropsondes were released with high

frequency along circular flight patterns during an airborne field campaign taking place over the tropical

Atlantic near Barbados. Vertical profiles of the area-averaged mass divergence and vorticity were computed

from the horizontal wind profiles, and the area-averaged vertical velocity was then inferred from the di-

vergence. The consistency of measurements over pairs of circles flown within the same air mass demonstrated

the reproducibility of the measurements, and showed that they characterize the environmental conditions on

the scale of the measurement, rather than being dominated by measurement error or small-scale wind var-

iability. The estimates from dropsondes were found to be consistent with the observed cloud field, with

Lagrangian estimates of the mean vertical velocity inferred from the free-tropospheric humidity field, and

with the mean vertical velocity derived from simulations using an atmospheric model representing kilometer-

scale motions and initialized with meteorological analyses. In trade wind–like conditions, the divergence and

vorticity profiles exhibit a rich vertical structure and a significant variability in space and time. Yet a few

features appear to be robust, such as the presence of layers of mass convergence at the top of moist layers,

extrema of the area-averaged vertical velocity at the top of the subcloud layer and in themidtroposphere, and

minima around the trade inversion near 2 km. The analysis of spatial and temporal autocorrelation scales

suggests that the divergent mass field measured from dropsondes is representative of the environment of

shallow clouds.

1. Introduction

In Earth’s atmosphere—on scales much larger than the

depth (15km) of the troposphere, which we call large

scale—the magnitude of the mean vertical motion is

only a hundredth of that of horizontal motions (a few

centimeters per second vs a few meters per second). Yet

large-scale vertical motions largely control the distribu-

tion of atmospheric water and trace substances (Newell

1963) and thus exert a disproportionate influence on

weather and climate. Areas of large-scale ascent are as-

sociated with low pressure systems and an ensemble of

updrafts occurring within narrow cumulus clouds sur-

rounded by clear subsiding air, while areas of large-scale

descent are associatedwith anticyclones, dry air in the free

troposphere, and high static stability. More generally, the

distribution and strength of large-scale vertical motions

are closely associated with the heat and moisture budgets

of the atmosphere (Yanai et al. 1973) and the regional

distributions of cloud types, water vapor, and precipita-

tion. Consistently, when running idealized simulations of

the atmosphere with large-eddy simulation (LES)models,

cloud-resolving models, or single-column versions of

general circulation models, the specification of the

mean vertical motion has emerged as one of the most

influential components of the model forcing (Albrecht

et al. 1979; Sobel and Bretherton 2000; van der Dussen

et al. 2016), for which theoretical prescriptions (e.g.,

Sobel and Bretherton 2000; Romps 2012) are uncon-

strained by measurements.
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Indeed, measuring large-scale vertical motions in the

atmosphere remains one of the greatest long-standing

observational challenges of atmospheric science. In 1949

already, a meeting of the Royal Meteorological Society

was emphasizing the importance and the commensurate

difficulty of measuring directly, or inferring indirectly,

large-scale vertical velocities on the order of a few

centimeters per second (Bannon 1949). In the 1970s,

several field programs, such as the Atlantic Expedition

of 1965 (Augstein et al. 1973), the Atlantic Trade-Wind

Experiment of 1969 (ATEX; Augstein et al. 1974),

and the Barbados Oceanographic and Meteorological

Experiment (BOMEX; Holland 1970; Holland and

Rasmusson 1973), were designed to study specific cloud

regimes, and they put the measurement of large-scale

budgets of heat and moisture at their focus. For this

purpose, these observational programs designed a net-

work or large-scale array of stations or ships from which

rawinsondes (or now radiosondes) could be launched

simultaneously. The vertical profile of the mean mass

divergence over the array could be inferred from the

ensemble of soundings, and by using the equation of

continuity, the mean vertical motion at each vertical

level was deduced from the divergence of the horizontal

wind. In some rare cases, such as during BOMEX

(Holland and Rasmusson 1973), the mass divergence

estimated from soundings could be compared at indi-

vidual vertical levels with estimates derived from the

horizontal wind measurements made on board an air-

craft flying around the same domain.

For several decades, divergence measurements have

derived from ship-based sounding arrays, with linear

dimensions typically larger than 500 km. Nowadays, in-

creasing interest in how clouds couple to circulation on

scales of 20–200km motivates interest in divergence

over smaller areas, with linear dimensions more on the

order of 100km (Bony et al. 2017). These more in-

termediate scales are what Orlanski (1975) called the

meso-b scale. They are large, as compared to the scale of

convection that reaches a depth of only a few kilometers,

and are more commensurate with the scales over which

the organization of shallow convection occurs, the typ-

ical grid mesh area of climate models in which convec-

tion is parameterized, and domain sizes over which it is

becoming practical for large-eddy simulation studies.

But because the methods we develop are also applicable

to an understanding of measurements on these and yet

larger scales, in thismanuscript we adopt the term ‘‘large

scale’’ to refer to scales of 50–500km, as it is this range of

scales to which our arguments are applied.

Lenschow et al. (1999, 2007) showed that the large-scale

mass divergence at the top of the planetary boundary layer

(PBL) could be estimated using wind measurements from

an aircraft gust probe. These measurements were made in

perhaps the most homogeneous cloud regime one could

hope to find—nocturnal marine stratocumulus—and only

at the level of the aircraft. Though not well suited to char-

acterizing the vertical profile of divergence, these mea-

surements raise the question if, by measuring the vertical

profile of the horizontal wind using dropsondes launched

from an aircraft, one could estimate the vertical profile of

large-scale mass divergence. Presuming that it is possible in

principle, the important practical question then becomes

how many sondes would be required to get an estimate of

the divergence that would be accurate enough given the

typical scales of variation of the wind in the tropics.

Some back-of-the-envelope calculations provide con-

text for this sampling problem. Consider the traditional

view whereby in the boundary layer air motions are

conceptualized as being composed of a small-scale and a

large-scale component. In this case the large-scale di-

vergence D is defined as

D5 ›
x
u1 ›

y
y , (1)

where u and y denote the large-scale zonal and meridi-

onal wind components, respectively. By this definitionD

is proportional, through the density, to the mass di-

vergence. Neglecting what amounts to a small effect

from density variations with height, the large-scale

vertical wind w can then be derived from continuity as

w (z)52

ðz
0

Ddz . (2)

In the two-scale view, typical values of the integral length

scale of horizontal velocity lx are taken to be about half the

depth of the boundary layer, or about 300m in the case that

the boundary layer is identified with the subcloud layer. A

typical velocity scale, yx of the small-scale turbulence is

1ms21 (Lenschow et al. 1999). If measurements are per-

formed on scales much larger than lx, then they can be

considered independent so that the random contribution

to the divergence measurement goes as yx/
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
. Hence for

D 5 10 3 1026 s21 over L 5 200km, the horizontal ve-

locity difference over this distance is D 3 L 5 2ms21 so

that for a 20% error one would want yx/
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
to be about

0.4ms21, which for yx5 1ms21 implies about six or seven

sondes. However ifD is just 2 times smaller—as might be

expected if the large-scale vertical velocity required to

balance radiative cooling in the free troposphere is set up

entirely by mass divergence within the boundary layer—

then 25–30 sondes would be required. Another question is

the extent to which, given the observed spectrum of hori-

zontal velocity variance in the free troposphere (Nastrom

et al. 1984; Li et al. 2018), this two-scale view is informative.
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Mapes et al. (2003) use sounding data from ship arrays to

estimate yx 5 1.5–2.0ms21 on a scale of few hundred kilo-

meters. This would increase the sampling requirements by a

factor of 2–4 to achieve the same accuracy, and it begins to

raise practical concerns if D becomes too small. These esti-

mates suggest that theproposedmethodcouldbe feasiblebut

is by no means guaranteed. Its practicality depends crucially

on the magnitude of D, whose magnitude and structure on

the mesoscale within the free troposphere is not known.

These theoretical considerations provide guidance but

are based on a conceptual model for the wind. In reality,

relatively little is known about the actual structure and

variability of the vertical wind on the meso-b scale within

the tropics. It thus also seems important to ask, How

would one know if the proposed technique is actually

suitable to measure D? One obvious answer is that in-

dependent measurements should agree. Here indepen-

dent measurements can be performed by sampling the

same air mass at different times, ideally separated in time

by a period that is small compared to the period over

which the large scale evolves (say, as measured by its

decorrelation time scale) but large as compared to the

time scale of the small-scale flow, which—from the per-

spective of D—acts as noise. Other approaches can also

be used to assess the measurements, for instance, by

comparing estimates of vertical motion inferred from the

measurement of D to other estimates, for instance, by

tracking conserved tracers. Also checks of physical con-

sistency, for instance, with the observed cloud field, may

provide indirect assessments of the measurements.

This paper addresses these different questions and pro-

vides evidence, usingall of themethods identifiedabove, that

it is actually possible to measure the vertical profile of mass

divergence and vertical motion in the tropics by using

dropsondes. Section 2 reviews the methodology through

which D and w, but also the large-scale vorticity z can be

inferred fromwindmeasurements and presents the airborne

field campaign. This section also presents the flight strategy

thatmade it possible to test the technique. Section 3 presents

the vertical profiles of divergence, vorticity, and large-scale

vertical velocity estimated from the dropsondes. Sections 4

and 5 discuss the credibility, the error analysis, and the time

and space representativity of the estimates, in part based on

high-resolution simulations. An outlook of these measure-

ments for the understanding of cloud–circulation couplings

and for the modeling is presented in section 6.

2. Data and methodology

a. Line integral and regression methods

As discussed by Holland and Rasmusson (1973), Nitta

and Esbensen (1974), and Lenschow et al. (1999, 2007),

the definition of D avails itself to an application of

Gauss’s theorem such that it should be possible to

measure themass divergence of the air over an areaA by

using soundings or dropsondes distributed along the

perimeter of this area. This method, referred to as the

‘‘line integral’’ method, infers D at a particular level

from horizontal wind measurements at that level and is

expressed as follows:

D5
1

A

þ
V

n
dl , (3)

where Vn is the component of the horizontal wind normal

to the perimeter ofmeasurements.When applied to aircraft

measurements, thismethod requires a stationarywindfield.

An alternative method, referred to as the ‘‘regression

method,’’ has been proposed by Lenschow et al. (2007).

It assumes that wind variations in longitude and latitude

are linear at each vertical level, in effect defining the

large-scale wind, such that

V5V
o
1

›V

›x
Dx1

›V

›y
Dy , (4)

whereVo is the mean wind velocity over the area andDx
and Dy are the eastward and northward displacements

from a chosen center point. The neglect of time de-

rivatives (i.e., stationarity) is justified by virtue of the

aircraft speed being much larger than the wind speed so

that the sampling time scale is small compared to an

advective time scale. Assuming stationarity also avoids

issues that arise because the time and space sampling by

the aircraft are not independent. As the comparison of

estimates from the line integral and regression methods

will show later, the stationarity assumption is actually

not a bad assumption in our case. An approximate so-

lution of this system can be found by computing the

coefficients of a least squares fit to the wind field defined

as Eq. (4), these just being the spatial and temporal

derivatives of the large-scale wind field, which, by

Eq. (1), is sufficient to determine D.

The large-scale vorticity z defined as

z5 ›
x
y2 ›

y
u , (5)

can likewise be determined using the same methods:

either the derivatives can be estimated directly from the

regression method or (using Stokes theorem) as

z5
1

A

þ
V

t
dl , (6)

where Vt is the component of the horizontal wind tan-

gent to the perimeter of measurements.
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b. NARVAL2 campaign

This methodology was tested during the second Next-

Generation Aircraft Remote Sensing for Validation

Studies (NARVAL2; Stevens et al. 2016, 2017) airborne

field campaign. NARVAL took place over the tropical

Atlantic upwind of Barbados (138N, 598W) during the

period from 8 to 28 August 2016 and consisted of 10

research flights of the German High Altitude and Long

Range Research Aircraft (HALO) associated with a

range of research objectives.

Two research flights (RFs), RF03 and RF06, which

took place on 12 and 19 August 2016, were dedicated to

testing the dropsonde method for estimating profiles of

divergence and vertical velocity. Because the measure-

ments were conceived for use in the Elucidating the Role

of Cloud–Circulation Coupling in Climate( EUREC4A)

field campaign, which will take place in winter 2020

(Bony et al. 2017), flight operations were located away

from regions of deep convection so as to provide a better

analog to the conditions of the winter trades.

During these flights,HALO typically flewat an altitude

30000 ft (about 9km) above mean sea level where GPS

dropsondes (Vaisala RD94; Wang et al. 2015) were in-

tensively released. Each dropsondemeasured the vertical

profiles of pressure, temperature, and humidity with a

vertical resolution of 5–10m and a manufacturer-stated

accuracy of 0.4hPa, 0.28C, and 2%, respectively. Equip-

ped with a GPS receiver, the dropsonde also measured

the instantaneous horizontal wind speedwith an accuracy

of 0.1ms21. All dropsonde data were processed using

the Atmospheric Sounding Processing Environment

(ASPEN), version 3.3-270, software, and the data were

further visually inspected for possible biases or mal-

function before being interpolated onto a regular 10-m

vertical resolution for the purposes of further analysis.

c. Flight strategy

To test the ability of dropsondes to measure divergence

and vorticity it was deemed optimal to fly circular flight

patterns (Fig. 1). As discussed by Lenschow et al. (1999),

such a pattern not only has the largest enclosed area of any

closed curve of a given length, it further optimizes the use

of aircraft time by eliminating the need to make sharp

turns, during which data are not reliable. Pairs of alter-

nating direction circle legs were flown to enable an even-

tual analysis of the flight-level winds from the gust probes

(following Lenschow et al. 2007), although these are not

analyzed here. More importantly, by repeating the mea-

surements over pairs of circles, slightly offset to follow

a rough estimation of the drift of the air mass over

the time between the start of each circle, it becomes pos-

sible to independently assess the reproducibility of the

measurements. If the measurement ofD and z around any

one circle would be dominated by noise or sampling error

or if the flow is not sufficiently stationary to make it pos-

sible to think meaningfully of a large-scale environment,

then one would not expect successive measurements to be

in accord with one another. Hence the reproducibility of

the measurements across pairs of circles provides a critical

test of the proposed method.

Several factors influenced the choice of circle size.

For a flight level of 30 000 ft (FL300) sondes would begin

measuring at an altitude of about 9 km and take about

740 s to descend to the surface. Because the dropsonde

system being used on HALO could only track four

sondes at once, this implied that the preparations for the

launch of the fifth sonde could only begin 740 s after the

launch of the first sonde. Allowing 90 s for the prepa-

ration and launch of a sonde, so as to have a small buffer

in case of amalfunctioning sonde, implied a spacing of at

least 3.5min between launches, or a minimum circle size

of 42min. It turns out that even if sondes could be

launched more frequently, a circle of at least this size

would be desirable so as to survey a sufficiently large

area and to minimize the roll angle of the aircraft, which

influences the performance of other instruments used

for purposes of remote sensing. For a 45-min circle at

FL300, HALO circumscribes a circle of about 170 km in

diameter, with a roll angle of about 28–38. Attempts have

beenmade to discern the effect of this small roll on other

measurements made on HALO, but none has been

identified.

Figure 2 shows the visible imagery from MODIS for

12 and 19 August (left and right panels, respectively),

with the general area of flight operations indicated by

circles shifted following the mean flow to the time of the

satellite overpass. As the images show, as is further

discussed in section 4, the measurements were made in

relatively undisturbed, or even suppressed, conditions.

The MODIS (on Aqua) overpass occurred between the

time of the circle pairs. Individual circles were also flown

on other flights, and near and around regions of more

disturbed flow, with the idea that they could be analyzed

in the event that the test of the method during RF03 and

RF06 proved it to be satisfactory. Figure 1 describes the

actual positions of good (quality controlled) soundings.

Two pairs of circles were flown in different areas on each

flight, so that each of the four panels in Fig. 1 corre-

sponds to a pair of circle legs, andwhat we assert to be an

independentmeasurement. Sonde positions are given by

the last recorded (near surface) latitude and longitude.

For the most part sondes are well distributed around a

circle. The goodness of fit relative to a perfect circle is

measured by the degree to which the sonde locations lie

on the dotted line describing the least squares circle fit to
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the last measured position of each sonde. On these test

flights all of the sondes were launched from FL300, be-

gan measuring winds at an altitude of about 9km, and

reached the surface about 740 s later. For a mean, rela-

tively barotropic, wind of 7m s21 this corresponds to a

lateral displacement of about 5 km over the descent,

which is actually what was observed and about the di-

ameter of the marker used to indicate the sonde position

in Fig. 1. Additional information about the circle legs is

provided in Table 1.

Slight differences in the execution of the flight plan

can be discerned from Fig. 1. On RF03 the pilots were

asked to circumscribe a circle in 45min so that the

twelfth sonde would nearly overlap with the first. To

allow for amore regular distribution of the sondes, and a

less hectic release schedule, the flight time allocated

for each circle leg was slightly increased, to 48min, on

RF06.As a result the best-fit circle radius increased from

83.5 km for the circle legs on RF03 to 89km for the legs

on RF06. A weaker mean wind (6m s21 on RF06 vs

8m s21 on RF03) also meant that during RF06 the sec-

ond circle within each pair was less displaced from the

first as compared to RF03.

The relative humidity and static stability profiles

measured by the dropsondes help characterize the me-

teorological situation sampled by the sondes. As shown

by Fig. 3 a well-mixed boundary layer of depth 500–

600m is well demarcated by the low values of static

stability and increasing relative humidity. The top of this

layer is identified by the local maximum of relative hu-

midity. Above this a cloud layer, whose depth varies

considerably across the soundings, is indicated by a

moist layer extending up to the level where the stabil-

ity increases sharply (around 1.5–1.8 km). This local

FIG. 1. Pairs of dropsonde circle flight legs flown onRF03 andRF06 on 12 and 19Aug 2016, respectively. The circular legs are enumerated

separately for each flight. The markers indicate the position of the sondes dropped from the aircraft.

FIG. 2. MODIS Worldview 108 3 108 visible images: (left) RF03 on 12 Aug 2016, centered at 138N, 528W, and

(right) RF06 on 19 Aug 2016, centered at 15.58N, 508W. The approximate location of the circle pairs is shown,

adjusted by the mean wind to the time of the satellite overpass. For these calculations a 1640 and 1648 UTC

overpass time was adopted for RF03 and RF06, respectively.
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maximum in the static stability exceeds 0.1KhPa21, and

is associated with a sharp hydrolapse (with relative hu-

midity decreasing from 80%–90% to 20% in less than

1km), and we identify this feature with the trade in-

version. The layer between the trade inversion and the

top of the boundary layer can be associated with the

layer of shallow convection and is least pronounced in

the sondes from the first pair of circles during RF03. In

RF03 an elevated moist layer with relative humidity

ranging from 40% to 60% extends from 3 to 4 km, top-

ped by a second inversion layer near the 08C isotherm

that is located at about 4.5 km. This elevated moist layer

is less evident in RF06 andmore generally absent during

winter (Stevens et al. 2017). It likely results from the

midtropospheric outflow of moist air from remote con-

vection or from the remnants of past midlevel convec-

tive events. Above the 08C isotherm, the troposphere is

extremely dry, as expected in regimes of suppressed

convection. All the measurements show an indication of

enhanced stability and progressively drier air between

4.5 and 7.5 km. The enhanced stability at midlevels and

the presence of the trade inversion (even deepwithin the

TABLE 1. Start and end times, center point, diameter, andmean (sonde integrated)magnitude of the 10-m horizontal wind and sea surface

temperature of each of the main sounding circles legs during RF03 (12 Aug 2016) and RF06 (19 Aug 2016).

Flight Leg Start–end times (UTC) Lat (8N) Lon (8E) Diameter (km) Wind (m s21) SST (8C)

RF03 C1 1306–1348 13.01 253.49 168 6.1 28.1

C2 1357–1441 13.00 253.83 168 6.0 28.1

C3 1655–1739 10.49 253.01 168 7.6 29.0

C4 1746–1830 10.50 253.34 168 7.9 29.1

RF06 C1 1346–1434 14.84 251.08 180 5.3 27.8

C2 1440–1524 14.74 251.06 180 4.6 27.8

C3 1710–1758 18.42 249.47 180 6.4 27.5

C4 1804–1848 18.36 249.64 180 6.6 27.6

FIG. 3. Vertical profiles of (a)–(d) relative humidity and (e)–(h) static stability derived from all the dropsondes launched along a

pair of circular flights (24 sondes). The shading represents plus and minus one standard deviation among the 24 soundings. Profiles are

from (a),(b),(e),(f) RF03 (12 Aug) and (c),(d),(g),(h) RF06 (19 Aug).
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tropics) also emerge as robust features in the soundings

taken over the western Pacific during TOGA COARE,

as documented by Johnson et al. (1996).

3. Estimates of divergence and vorticity

a. Measured profiles of D and z

The analysis suggests that just 12 dropsondes released

around a circle provide a viable way to measure D and

z over the area circumscribed by that circle. This con-

clusion is substantiated by Fig. 4, which presents the

vertical profiles ofD and z calculated using both the line-

integral and regressionmethods applied to the dropsonde

measurements from the RF03 and RF06 circle pairs. The

two estimates of D profiles across a pair of circles within

the same air mass are hardly distinguishable; if anything

the measurements of z differ across pairs of circles even

less than do estimates of D Alternating extrema in esti-

mates ofD on a vertical scale from 1 to 2kmagree in both

magnitude and location across a pair of circles. Even

smaller-scale features, for example, the variability in

D between 4 and 6km in the first pair of circles from

RF06, are well reproduced from one circle to the next.

An advantage of the regression method is that esti-

mates of the uncertainty in the regression can be ob-

tained. These uncertainty estimates are included as

error bars overlying on the profiles in Fig. 4. They fur-

ther substantiate the viability of the proposed methods

for estimating profiles of D and z; as the uncertainty of

the regression is commensurate with the differences

between estimates across a circle pair. That these mea-

surements are indicative of the large-scale wind, and not

unduly influenced by sampling errors from smaller-scale

velocity fluctuations, is also attested to by the similarity

between the line-integral and regression-based esti-

mates of D (and z), as the former make no assumption

about the structure of the large-scale wind but does re-

quire stationarity, which would not be expected for

small-scale perturbations.

To the extent that Fig. 4 attests to a surprisingly high

degree of accuracy and precision in the dropsonde-based

estimates of D and z, it also highlights some other sur-

prising features. Hence, even though the purpose of the

FIG. 4. Vertical profiles of (a)–(d) large-scale mass divergence and (e)–(h) vorticity estimated from the dropsondes wind measurements

performed during (a),(b),(e),(f) RF03 (12 Aug) and (c),(d),(g),(h) RF06 (19 Aug) along each circular flights (the first circle is in blue, and the

second one is in gray), using either the regressionmethod (solid line) or the line integral method (dashed line). Horizontal bars represent plus

and minus one standard error of the regression estimate, and for the sake of clarity, they are shown at selected vertical levels only.
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present study is to demonstrate the viability of the

dropsonde method for estimating D and z, because they

provide insight into aspects of the tropical atmosphere

that have never before been observed, these features

merit a brief comment. They include the following:

d Large horizontal variability in D as measured across

pairs of circles: on 19 August (RF06), for instance, the

subcloud layer (which extends over the first 500–600m

of the atmosphere) is associated with a mass di-

vergence in the southern circles (C1 andC2) but with a

mass convergence in the northern circles (C3 and C4).

On 12 August, the middle troposphere exhibits a peak

of mass convergence and a peak of positive vorticity in

the southern circles (C3 and C4) close to the ITCZ,

which are not found in the northern circles (C1

and C2).
d A surprisingly large amplitude and vertical variability in

D and z on vertical scales from 1 to 2km. The radiatively

driven subsidence (defined as w5 _Q/ (G2Gd), where G
and Gd are the actual and dry adiabatic lapse rates,

respectively, and _Q is the clear-sky atmospheric radiative

cooling), which climatologically must characterize the

large-scale atmosphere, can be sustained by a value of

D 5 5 3 1026 s21 confined to a layer of about 1km in

depth. In the measurements, values of D within the

subcloud layer can be twice this value.More surprising is

the magnitude of the variability in D within the free

troposphere, which is about 203 1026 s21. This suggests

that within the free troposphere the divergence of mass

in layers of 1 km can be 4 times larger than the cli-

matological divergence driven by radiative cooling.
d Some commonalities across the four sets of circles are

also apparent. The divergence within the boundary

layer varies weakly with height and usually is associ-

atedwith convergence within the trade-inversion layer

(which extends from about 1.5 to 2.5 km); in the lower

troposphere, all profiles exhibit a layer of positive

vorticity in the midtroposphere near the freezing level

and an extremum of low-level vorticity in association

with the greatly enhanced stability near the base of

the trade inversion. Finally, spectral and autocorrela-

tion analyses of the divergence profiles show a clear

dominance of a wavelength of 2–3km in the vertical

(not shown).

Some of the common features share similarities to ear-

lier airborneDoppler radar–based estimates of divergence

made during less suppressed conditions during the TOGA

COARE campaign (Mapes and Houze 1995). Those

measurements also indicated the presence of wavelike

oscillations of the divergence field (but with a vertical

wavelength of about 4km) pinned to a persistent layer of

midlevel convergence near 4.5–5.0km. Mapes and Houze

interpreted these features as the result of the adjustment of

the atmosphere to the mesoscale cooling associated with

the melting level (see also Johnson et al. 1996), something

they referred to as ‘‘melting reverberations.’’ Numerical

studies of the response of the stratified atmosphere to

heating (Holton et al. 2002; Alexander and Holton 2004)

suggests that many of these features could be compatible

with large-scale inertial gravity waves, which by the evac-

uation of mass out of the layer could be expected to in-

crease its relative vorticity. Three of the four sets of

soundings show a vorticity maximum near the 08C iso-

therm (near 4.5–5.0km), twoofwhich are associatedwith a

layer of mass divergence. We can speculate that the re-

verberations referred to by Mapes and Houze are forced

not just by phase changes but also from radiative processes.

The latter would also act on the sharp humidity gradients

at the top of the subcloud layer and at the top of the trade

inversion (Stevens et al. 2017). This, condensational heat-

ing in cloud layers from 1 to 2km, and cold pools from

shallow precipitation spreading through the subcloud

layer, all provide heating on vertical scales ranging from

0.5 to 2km. Hence we hypothesize that the more general

vertical structure of the divergence field reflects rever-

berations of remote radiative and condensational heating,

also from layers of more shallow convection—an idea we

look forward to testing in subsequent work.

b. Sensitivity to the number of sondes

Returning to a central question of this study, here we

ask whether we can use the measurements to assess how

many sondes are necessary to characterize the large-scale

mass divergence on the scale of an individual (170-km

diameter) circle. For a given day and a given air mass

(C1 and C2 or C3 and C4), the two D estimates com-

puted by using 12 sondes along each circle are in good

agreement. To get an ever more statistically robust es-

timate of the large-scale divergence within each air

mass, we computeD using the regressionmethod and all

the dropsondes (24) launched within the air mass along

both circles. This ‘‘best estimate’’ of the vertical profiles

of D, and the 5%–95% confidence interval that comes

with it, can be used to estimate the impact of systemat-

ically reducing sondes from the analyses.

This allows us to ask, using the measurements alone,

What error arises relative to the best estimate ofD if we

reduce the number of sondes within a circle or distribute

the same number of sondes across two circles, thereby

having fewer sondes along each circle? For this purpose,

we sample every second, or every third sonde along each

circle, and consider either a single circle or two circles

(with the same number of sondes). Then we compare the

discrepancy between the best estimate of D (obtained

with the maximum number of sondes: i.e., 24 sondes
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distributed over two circles) and the estimate ~D(z) ob-

tained with a reduced number of sondes (evenly distrib-

uted along each circle) and/or a reduced number of

circles. This discrepancy is quantified by the root-mean-

square error (RMSE) between D(z) and ~D(z) averaged

over the lower 5kmof the atmosphere (comprising nearly

500 data levels). TheRMSE is then compared to the 5%–

95% confidence interval of the D(z) estimate derived

from the regression method, also averaged over the

lower 5km.

As expected, the RMSE increases as the total number

of sondes decreases (Fig. 5). Using two circles with six

sondes along each circle provides ~D estimates that re-

main within the statistical uncertainty of D. Using only

one circle with 12 sondes can be sufficient to estimateD

in some cases (e.g., RF06) but not so well in other cases

(e.g., RF03). On the other hand, using less than eight

sondes in total is generally not adequate. These four

examples thus suggest that no less than 12 sondes should

be used to estimate D on a scale of O(100) km. In this

example distributing the sondes along two successive

circles improves the estimate, but it is unclear if this has

to do with the fact that the best estimate also samples

this longer time interval.

c. Large-scale vertical velocity

The apparent accuracy of the best estimate of the di-

vergence profiles encourages inspection of the vertical

profile of large-scale pressure velocity v of an air mass

that it implies. Using Eq. (2), the pressure velocity can

be expressed in terms of w such that

v(z)52r(z)gw(z) , (7)

where r is the density and g the gravitational accelera-

tion. Figures 6a–d show the vertical profile of the best

estimate ofD(p), that is, the divergence calculated from

the regression method using all the dropsondes (24)

launched within a given air mass, together with the 5%–

95% confidence interval associated with the regression

estimate. In Figs. 6e–h the corresponding estimate of

v is given as a function of height.

The four pairs of circles show common features: the

large-scale vertical velocity v exhibits two extrema (pos-

itive or negative), one in the lower troposphere near the

top of the subcloud layer and another one in the mid-

troposphere near the 08C isotherm, and it nearly vanishes

around 2km and around 6–7km. In the free troposphere,

the large-scale subsidence maximizes around 4km with

rates of about 5hPah21, while at the base of the trade

inversion,vmaximizes with a rate of about 3–4hPah21 in

the subsidence cases and about 23hPah21 in the con-

vergence case. In the lower troposphere, these values are

roughly consistent with the magnitude of estimates in-

ferred, in roughly similar meteorological conditions, from

measurementsmadeduringBOMEX(Nitta andEsbensen

1974) and ASTEX (Ciesielski et al. 1999).

4. Credibility and error analysis

The previous section showed that it is possible to ac-

curately and precisely measure vertical profiles of large-

scale vertical motions from dropsondes and that the

profiles thus derived appear to primarily characterize the

large-scale environment rather than be dominated by

unrepresentative small-scale flow features. In this section,

we go one step further in the assessment of the credibility

of the vertical motion estimates. First, we assess their

consistency with the observed cloud field and then with

atmospheric simulations of theNARVAL2 campaign run

using a dynamical model capable of resolving mesoscale

motions on the scale of a few kilometers and initialized by

FIG. 5. RMS difference between the lower-tropospheric divergence (D averaged over the first 5 km) estimated using 24 sondes (two

circles of 12 sondes each) and that estimated using fewer sondes, distributed along one circle (open markers) or two circles (filled circles).

Also reported (gray line) is the mean statistical error associated with the regression estimate of D for 24 sondes.
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meteorological analyses to reflect the observed flight

conditions.

a. Observed cloud field

Visual inspection of the cloud fields observed from the

aircraft and by satellite provides a reality check of the

measurements of D and v (Fig. 2). In regions of low-

level divergence one expects the clouds to be more

suppressed relative to regions of large-scale low-level

convergence. Focusing first on RF03, both pairs of cir-

cles show substantial divergence, and hence subsidence,

over the lower kilometers of the atmosphere. The main

difference is that in the second pair of circles, flownmore

to the south, the divergence is over a deeper area.

Consistent with these measurements, both circles show

only a dusting of very shallow cumuli (with lidar-derived

cloud tops around or below 2.0 km; Stevens et al. 2017)

and little spatial organization on the scale of the

measurements.

In RF06 the situation is different as a somewhat

cloudier area was deliberately targeted for the second

pair of circles. In the first pair of circles, C1 and C2, the

northern leg of the circle pair crossed a strong dust

gradient, with less dust-laden air and a thin layer of

stratiform clouds on the very northern fringe of the circle,

but over the bulk of the circle (between what would be

2 and 10 o’clock if the circle would describe a clock with

12 o’clock being due north) the atmosphere was dust

laden, and conditions appeared quite suppressed. The few

clouds that were evident barely rose out of the boundary

layer, with a vertical extension rarely exceeding 1.5km.

The second pair of circles told a very different story.

There, active convection with precipitating clouds rising

above 2km were evident from the flight deck throughout

most of the circle. The contrast is better illustrated in

Fig. 7, which zooms in on the flight areas outlined in Fig. 2.

A thin veil of grayer clouds near the 5 o’clock position on

the circle is indicative of deeper precipitating convection.

A much more active layer of shallow convection was also

evident from the flight deck. A radar signature along C3

and C4 was also evident as compared to along C1 and C2,

where cloudiness did not sufficiently develop to be de-

tected by the cloud radar. This is consistent with mea-

surements ofD (Fig. 6), which show modest convergence

in the lower 1km of the atmosphere along C3 and C4, as

compared to strong divergence in the area measured by

FIG. 6. Vertical profiles of (a)–(d) large-scale mass divergence and (e)–(h) vertical velocity estimated (using the regression method)

from all the dropsondes launched along a pair of circular flights (24 sondes). For each pair of circles, the shading represents the65%–95%

confidence interval of regression estimates. Profiles are from (a),(b),(e),(f) RF03 (12 Aug) and (c),(d),(g),(h) RF06 (19 Aug).
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C1 and C2. Whereas the low-level vertical motion is

downward and maximizes with a value near 5hPah21

over C1 and C2, over C3 and C4 it is directed upward

with a magnitude near 23hPah21. These measurements

are thus qualitatively quite consistent with expectations

based on the observed cloud field—and thereby provide

the desired reality check.

b. Lagrangian estimates of large-scale
vertical velocity

The vertical moisture structure during RF03 also

provides an opportunity to estimate the large-scale ver-

tical motion by tracking water vapor and thus more

quantitatively assess the dropsonde-based estimates ofv.

Particularly along C1 and C2 there was a well-defined

gradient in water vapor near the 08C isotherm, which

sloped downward through the atmosphere across the

circle. This feature, thought to be associated with outflow

of moisture from convection to the southeast, was more

extensively analyzed by Stevens et al. (2017). Profiles of

moisture and temperature from the sondes launched

around C1 and C2 are shown in Fig. 8.

If we assume that the moist layer that extends to the

inversion around the 08C isotherm is aLagrangian feature,

we can track its descent by the slope of the surface along

the direction of the mean wind. To do so we calculate the

slope of this surface by regressing the pressure height of

the 2gkg21 specific humidity isosurface, which we call p2,

from each of the sondes against the position of the sonde:

v5 ›
t
p
2
2V � =

h
p
2
. (8)

Then assuming that this spatial feature arises solely from

advection, it follows that the downward velocity is just the

dot product of the winds along p2. From Fig. 8, p2 across

the circle is about 30hPa. This difference is primarily

in the zonal direction, with the zonal wind being

about 28ms21 at this level. For a 180-km circle this

translates into about a parcel transit time across the

circle of 0.25 days. Hence the implied subsidence would be

about 130hPaday21. Carrying out the calculation more

precisely using the regressed slope and winds yields an

estimate of 116hPaday21. The vertical velocity derived

from the sonde-based estimates of divergence yields a

value of 102 6 5hPaday21 averaged between 575 and

FIG. 7. MODISWorldview 28 3 28 visible images centered on the mean wind-shifted positions of circles (left) C1

and C2 and (right) C3 and C4 of RF06. The brighter background in C1–C2 is mostly a result of sun glint but also is

influenced by greater dust loading.

FIG. 8. (left) Temperature and (right) specific humidity in a

roughly 1-km-deep layer (between 650 and 560 hPa) about the

melting level for the sondes launched during C1 and C2 of RF03.

Individual soundings are colored by the height of the 2 g kg21

specific humidity isosurface, which systematically descends from

the east (where it is highest) to the west, across the circle. The

dashed line shows the slope of a dry adiabatic temperature profile.
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600hPa. This level of agreement is reassuring, particularly

because the measured subsidence velocity is considerably

larger thanwould be expected by assuming that away from

deeper convection the subsidence warming balances the

radiative cooling of the atmosphere.

The inference that the atmosphere is subsiding at a

rate much larger than that required to balance its radi-

ative cooling is consistent with the observed tempera-

ture profile. In the limit where the atmosphere is

subsiding muchmore rapidly than can be balanced by its

radiative cooling, we expect the temperature profile to

follow the dry adiabat. Above the cold point, which can

be associated with the strong radiative cooling from the

top of the elevated moist layer, we expect the radiative

contribution to the temperature change as an air parcel

descends to be much smaller than its adiabatic warming.

In Fig. 8 it is apparent that the descent of the top of the

temperature inversion near the 08C isotherm very much

follows the dry adiabatic profile, consistent with the

observation of subsidence velocities much greater than

what would be expected if they were merely balanced

the radiative cooling of the layer.

c. Inferences from modeling

In assessing the credibility of the measurements three

questions arise that can be addressed by simulating the

observed case usingmodels run atmuch higher resolution

than the scale of the desired divergence estimates. For

this purpose we use the storm-resolving Icosahedral

Nonhydrostatic (ICON) simulations described by Klocke

et al. (2017). We use the simulations to determine

whether (i) the unexpectedly large magnitude and rich

vertical structure of the divergence is also apparent in the

simulations, (ii) the apparently small error is consistent

withwhat one would find by sampling the simulations in a

consistent way, and (iii) the values of D and v are rep-

resentative of what one finds in the model. This last

question also addresses one of the initial assumptions of

our analysis: namely, spatiotemporal scale of variability

in the divergence field that we endeavored to measure.

Weanalyze simulations for both theDecember 2013 and

August 2016 periods encompassing the NARVAL and

NARVAL2 field studies. The simulations were initialized

from, and nudged at their boundary, using data from the

Integrated Forecast System (IFS) of the European Centre

for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts. A simulation

was started on each day of the respective month and run

for 36 h, leading to a 12-h overlap between pairs of

simulation and allowing us to discard the initial 12 h of

each simulation to minimize issues in spinning up con-

vective and turbulent fields. The domains consisted of

two meshes, an outer (2.5 km) mesh spanning a large

part of the tropical Atlantic (58S–208N, 648W–108E) and

an inner (1.25 km) mesh covering the area of flight op-

erations (48S–188N, 648–428W). Analysis is performed

only over the finer inner mesh using three-dimensional

fields output hourly on their native computational mesh.

We mimic the aircraft operations by defining a flight

path consisting of the set of points equidistant from a

prescribed point—a flight circle. Along the circle, ver-

tical profiles of desired fields are extracted at specific

points, corresponding to virtual sonde drops. This drop

point is selected by evenly distributing a number of

virtual drops around the circle, as was done in reality.

Measurement error was introduced by adding a random

component to the drop position by adding a random

Gaussian positioning error of 5% to both the angular

offset between pairs of sondes (standard deviation) and

to the radius (as defined in terms of polar coordinates

about an origin located at the circle center point) of the

intended drop position. Each component of the hori-

zontal wind vectorVwas given a randomGaussian error

with a standard deviation of 0.5m s21, which is a con-

servative estimate. The true value of divergence was

taken to be the value derived in the absence of positional

and wind errors and as obtained from 120 virtual sondes.

Some simplifications were introduced to ease the

analysis. Virtual sondes were assumed to remain in a

single atmospheric column, taken to be that column

nearest to the virtual drop point. In reality during

NARVAL2 the mean drift of the sondes was several

kilometers. This simplification is justified by recognizing

that this drift is commensurate with themodel resolution

and is small compared to the size of the circles being

considered. The temporal evolution of the drops is also

not considered in our analysis. Specifically we assume

that all the sondes around a virtual circle are dropped

at a single point in time. Because the results were in-

sensitive to whether we took the hour of output that was

closer to the time at which a real flight circle was initi-

ated, or closer to the time when the circle terminated,

and because, as shown below, the autocorrelation time

of the fields was markedly longer than an hour, this

simplification is also not a limiting one.

Based on this analysis we conclude that the vertical

velocity and divergence field simulated by ICON are

quite consistent with what was observed. This is shown

in Fig. 9, which presents D and v from the dropsonde

analysis and as calculated from ICON output. Because

ICON is not a perfect model, and even for a perfect

model the chaotic evolution of the fluid would cause

small differences in the initial conditions to lead the

model evolution to diverge from the observed state, we

do not expect the ICON simulations and the sondes to

agree perfectly. What we hoped to see was that the

vertical structure inD(z) as evident in the observation is
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reproduced in the simulations. This is indeed the case, as

both ICON and the sondes show a dominant vertical

mode in D to have a vertical wavelength between 1.5

and 2.5 km with a magnitude that is about 203 1026 s21.

Themain features of thev field are likewise reproduced,

including the maximum near the top of the subcloud

layer and the elevated maximum between 1.5 and

2.5 km. The degree of agreement is rather good for this

case, surprisingly so actually. The simulations suggest

that to the extent the simulated atmosphere is rep-

resentative of nature, we could have expected the

dropsonde method to work. Alternatively one could

conclude that the simulated wind fields are, from the

perspective ofD and its variability with height, similar to

what was observed.

5. Spatiotemporal variability in D and its
implication for observations

The above analysis gives us confidence in the use of

ICON to quantify sources of errors in measuring large-

scale divergence from aircraft dropsondes. To quantify

the magnitude of measurement errors we compare the

RSME of divergence estimates from a small number of

virtual sondes with random positional and wind errors

as compared to estimates from perfect drops using

120 sondes. This exercise is analogous to that performed

with the actual measurements as discussed in section 3b,

but here we compare the RMSE over the lower 5 km to

the standard deviation of the daily divergence estimates

so as to compare the error in the estimated signal de-

rived from a given number of sondes to the day-to-day

variability in the simulated field. The simulations allow

us to repeat this analysis for different sizes of circles and

different numbers of sondes.

Overall the errors that we estimate from the analysis

of the simulations are consistent with estimates of un-

certainty derived directly from the divergence analysis.

Figure 10 shows the comparison of the RMSE averaged

over the lower 5km of the atmosphere (comprising 30

model levels and denoted by open circles) in comparison

to the daily standard deviation of the divergence sD for

the entire August period. There are several things to

take away from this figure: (i) the magnitude of daily sD

for a circle of radius 100 km is about 1 3 1025 s21, or

about half the peak value of D shown in Fig. 9; (ii) the

day-to-day variability of the divergence decreases as

the circle increases in size, approximately as the inverse

of the size of the circle r—the blue line denotes the

sD } r20:91 relationship; (iii) for reasons that are not

clear to us, the error from estimating the divergence

using a subsample of sondes, each with imposed random

errors in the positioning of the virtual sonde location and

in the winds they measured, appears to be a constant

fraction of sD, irrespective of the size of the circle, and

this error is also always smaller than the signal, even for

as few as six sondes; (iv) the RMSE decreases with in-

creasing number N of sondes, roughly as 1/
ffiffiffiffi
N

p
, as one

would expect. Thus, the RMSE decreases by about a

factor of 2 (from 0.64 to 0.29) when increasing N four-

fold (from 6 to 24).

We have repeated this analysis for estimates of z and

v, without random velocity and position errors, and for

the December conditions. For circles of radii equal or

larger than 100 km, random errors in z are about half

as large as for v andD, which are similar, and this error

is dominated by sampling rather than random mea-

surement error. For smaller (#50km) circles, the error

characteristics of D and z become more similar, and

estimates of v become relatively larger. For the

December simulations the results are similar, albeit

with a slightly flatter (sD } r20:81) slope. Overall with

24 sondes the RMSE is 0:3sD for random wind errors of

0.5m s21. This reduces to 0:2sD if smaller (0.2m s21)

random wind measurement errors are assumed. If,

consistent with Fig. 9, we take the amplitude of the

typical divergence to be 2sD, this implies an error of

about 10%–15% in estimates of D using 24 sondes.

The fact thatD decreases with increasing length scale

or circle radius (Fig. 10) is, on the one hand, not sur-

prising—eventually on the global scale the divergence

must vanish. On the other hand, we are far from the

global scale, and the fact that sD varies inversely with

the radius r of the circle over which it is measured be-

speaks the typical idealization used in almost every

study of boundary layer clouds. There it is assumed that

divergence is constant, and mean vertical motion is set

by radiative processes on scales much larger than the

FIG. 9. Comparison of the vertical profiles of (left) large-scale di-

vergence and (right) vertical velocity derived from dropsondes and

from 120 perfect sondes around a circle in the ICON simulations at the

location of the first pair of circles (C1 and C2) flown on 12 Aug 2016.
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boundary layer depth—recall the ansatz introduced in

the introduction to this manuscript. If this were the case

we would expect sD to be relatively insensitive to r over

the mesoscales (20–200km) that we are exploring. The

fact that it is not raises the question of representative-

ness. How representative is D, as measured at a given

time and on a given scale, of a ‘‘large scale’’?

To answer this question we again use the ICON sim-

ulations. In this casewe compute the divergence profile in

the lower 5km from a circle of a specified size, centered

at a specified point at each hour for the last 24h of a given

day’s simulation, and we compute the lag correlation of

the 24 different divergence estimates. We repeat this

analysis for all the days in a particular month and com-

pute the average lag correlation as a function of lag time.

The results of this analysis are plotted for two different

circle sizes in Fig. 11. The analysis shows that the lag-

correlation time scale for D computed over a 100-km

circle is about 4h, and this increases with circle size. A

similar analysis is performed for vorticity and vertical

velocity (Table 2). It shows that the persistence of

v follows that of D but that vorticity anomalies are sub-

stantially longer lived, increasingly so on larger scales.

ICON simulations further suggest that the divergence

on the scale of 200 km, as is measured by a circle of ra-

dius 100km, is reasonably representative of the large

scale. Indeed, an isolated boundary layer cloud, with a

cloud depth of 1800m and a mean updraft of 2m s21,

defines a time scale of about 15min, which is much

smaller than 4h.

In addition to looking at howD at a given scale varies

with time, we look at how it varies spatially. We do so by

computing D for circles displaced by 18 longitude along

the 128N latitude line, between 488 and 608W for a single

time (2000UTC). The spatial lag correlation can then be

calculated, and the result, averaged over all days in

August, is also shown in Fig. 11. Here the spatial lag

correlation is larger than the circle but not by a great

deal so that, for a circle of radius 100km, the spatial lag

correlation is about 2.28 or about 225 km, which is hardly

larger than the scale of our measurements. Repeating

the analysis for the steadier conditions of the winter

trades yields similar results except that, at larger (.68)
spatial and longer (.8 h) time scales, the regressions

more closely follow the theoretical curves of Fig. 11

associated with somewhat larger spatial and longer

temporal correlations.

For a flow velocity of 7m s21 the advective time scale

for a feature of linear dimension of 200 km is about 8 h.

This is somewhat larger than the autocorrelation time

scale (4 h) identified from the simulations. But even 4h

is much larger than the typical time scale of an individual

fair-weather cumulus cloud, whose spatial scale is a few

kilometers, and whose temporal scale is a few tens of

minutes. Clusters of clouds would have substantially

FIG. 10. Comparison of day-to-day variability inD (closed circle)

with estimates of its measurement error as a function of circle ra-

dius and as estimated using 6, 12, or 24 sondes (open circles).

Variability in D is quantified by the vertical average of the tem-

poral standard deviation of D with height. Error is quantified by

vertically averaging the RMSE. In all cases the vertical averaging

is over the lower troposphere, defined as the layer between the

surface and 5 km.

FIG. 11. (a) Time and (b) space autocorrelations of ICON di-

vergence estimates computed for circles of 100- and 400-km radii.

The dotted lines represent exponential decay fits to the data.
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larger space and time scales consistent with the pat-

terning of the larger-scale divergence field, suggesting

that D on scales of O(200) km may well influence pro-

cesses controlling cloudiness on that scale.

6. Conclusions and outlook

This paper investigated the possibility of measuring

the vertical profile of the divergence of the large-scale

horizontal wind, vorticity, and vertical velocity by using

dropsondes released from a research aircraft. This pos-

sibility was tested during the NARVAL2 airborne field

campaign that took place over the western tropical

Atlantic inAugust 2016. Dropsondes were released with

high frequency (every 4min) along circular flight pat-

terns of about 170-km diameter from an altitude of

about 9 km. The vertical profile of mass divergence was

computed from the horizontal wind profiles as measured

from the GPS positioning of the sondes through the

course of their descent. The large-scale vertical velocity

could then be estimated by integrating the divergence

upward from the surface.

By repeating the measurements over pairs of circles

flown within the same air mass, it is shown that the

divergence and vorticity estimates were amazingly re-

producible over a period of about 2h, consistentwith them

being indicative of the ‘‘large scale’’ environment rather

than measurement noise or small-scale variability in the

flow. The close agreement between two different methods

for estimating the divergence and vorticity—one that ne-

glects the effects of small-scale variability to provide a

regression estimate of an assumed large-scale wind and

another that only assumes stationarity in the wind field—

further supports the inference that the measured profiles

of divergence and vorticity accurately reflect the structure

of a well-defined large-scale environment. In addition, it

was demonstrated that the estimates from dropsondes are

consistent with the observed cloud field, Lagrangian esti-

mates of the large-scale vertical velocity inferred from the

spatial structure of the free-tropospheric humidity field,

and with simulations from an atmospheric model initial-

ized from meteorological analyses and with a grid scale

a hundredfold finer than the scales of motion being

estimated.

Error analyses based both on the sounding data and on

the simulation output are also consistent. They suggest

that 12 sondes are sufficient to meaningfully measure

large-scale (meteorological) variations in D, but that

useful inferences as to the structure of D may also be

possible to derive from as few as 6–8 sondes. Additional

analysis of 2 months of simulation output shows that the

autocorrelation scales of the divergence in space and time

are on the order of 200km and 4h, respectively, further

supporting the claim that the profile of divergence esti-

mated from dropsonde data is representative of the

large-scale environment of shallow clouds.

The observed profiles of divergence exhibited sub-

stantial vertical structure and a significant variability on a

day-to-day basis and from one region of the trades to the

next region. This variability carries over to derived fields

such as the large-scale vertical velocity but is also evident

in the vorticity. Notwithstanding this considerable vari-

ability some common features emerge in the character of

the large-scale vertical motion in regimes of suppressed

convection. These include maxima around the top of the

subcloud layer and around the 08C isotherm and a mini-

mum near a region of greatly enhanced stability that we

identify with the trade-inversion layer (around 2km).

Although this paper focused on suppressed convective

regimes, the technique described here is likely to work in

more convective regimes as well. This is illustrated by

Fig. 12, which shows the mass divergence and vertical

velocity profiles computed from 17 dropsondes released

during another circular flight pattern performed in the

vicinity of the intertropical convergence zone. In this lo-

cation, the atmosphere exhibits a large-scale ascent, with a

maximum ascent around the top of the subcloud layer

(500–600m above the sea surface) and in the midtropo-

sphere, and a vertical velocity vanishing around 2km,

similar to what was found in more suppressed convective

regimes. The ability of the technique to work in deep

convective regimes over land remains to be investigated.

The possibility tomeasure the vertical profiles of large-

scale divergence, vorticity, and vertical velocity by using

dropsondes deployed from aircraft (or unmanned vehi-

cles) allows atmospheric scientists to meet one of their

main observational challenges. One may even predict

that these measurements will become routine measure-

ments in future field campaigns and encourage retro-

spective analysis of dropsonde data from past campaigns.

Similar measurements will form a cornerstone of the

EUREC4A field study, which will take place in the same

area as NARVAL2 but during the winter (January–

February) 2020. It is hoped that by measuring the large-

scale motion field it will be possible to understand the

TABLE 2. Lag-correlation time scales for divergenceD, vorticity

z, and pressure velocity v, as estimated from the analysis of the

August 2016 ICON simulations (see text).

r (km) tD (r) (h) tz (r) (h) tv (r) (h)

25 0.7 3.2 1.2

50 1.9 5.6 2.5

100 3.9 12.9 3.8

200 6.6 28.4 5.5

400 10.2 65.2 7.6
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factors that control shallow cumulus cloud amounts and

their coupling to circulations (Bony et al. 2017). Mea-

surements of the large-scale vertical velocity will also

make it possible to assess the large-scale tendencies of

mass, moisture, and energy that can be used to force

models of different types on the one hand, enabling a

more critical and quantitative evaluation (through com-

plementary cloud measurements) of their ability to sim-

ulate how clouds respond to cloud controlling factors.

Our analysis has focused on establishing the credibility

of the measurements. Having done so, however, we

cannot resist speculating about some of the physical im-

plications of the observed patterns of divergence and

large-scale vertical velocity. In particular the variability of

D in both time and space, combined with its rich vertical

structure, hints at a closer coupling between the clouds

and their environment than is usually presumed. It is

usually taken for granted that the large-scale vertical

motion and, therefore, the mass divergence field exert a

critical influence on clouds. If, in return, the convergence

layers noticed in the observations actually constitute

‘‘reverberations’’—from radiative and condensational

processes associated with the clouds and their effects on

the humidity field (e.g., Bretherton and Blossey 2017;

Stevens et al. 2017)—then this would indeed imply that

the interaction between clouds and their environment is

very much a two-way coupling. An idea that, at least for

the case of shallow convection, suggests a very different

view as compared to what is usually adopted in modeling

and parameterization studies.
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